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Designed in 1942, Britain's innovative Projector, Infantry, Anti-Tank (PIAT) provided British
and Commonwealth troops with a much-needed means of taking on Germany's formidable
Panzers. Replacing the inadequate Boys anti-tank rifle, it was conceived in the top-secret
World War II research and development organization known colloquially as 'Churchill's
Toyshop', alongside other ingenious weapons such as the sticky bomb, the limpet mine and the
time-pencil fuse. Unlike the more famous US bazooka, the PIAT had its roots in something
simpler than rocket science. Operated from the shoulder, the PIAT was a spigot mortar which
fired a heavy high-explosive bomb, with its main spring soaking up the recoil. The PIAT had a
limited effective range. Troops required nerves of steel to get close enough to an enemy tank to
ensure a direct hit, often approaching to within 50ft of the target, and no fewer than six
Victoria Crosses were won during World War II by soldiers operating PIATs. A front-line
weapon in every theatre of the conflict in which Commonwealth troops fought, from Europe to
the Far East, the PIAT remained in service after 1945, seeing action during the Greek Civil
War, the Arab–Israeli conflict and the Korean War. This illustrated study combines detailed
research with expert analysis to reveal the full story of the design, development and deployment
of this revolutionary weapon.
Endotracheal intubation is a mandatory practice in the anesthesiologic management of
surgical procedures, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, life-saving procedures in the emergency
department, and medical procedures, and it involves many medical issues such as
anesthesiology, surgery, and pulmonary diseases. This book deals with the basic principles of
hypoxia and oxygenation in terms of functional airway anatomy and intubation requirements
as well as difficult airway algorithms.
This is the first book on the topic of all source positioning, navigation and timing (PNT) and
how to solve the problem of PNT when the most widely-used measurement source available
today, the GPS system, may be come unavailable, jammed or spoofed. Readers learn how to
define the system architecture as well as the algorithms for GPS-denied and GPS-challenged
PNT systems. In addition, the book provides comprehensive coverage of the individual
technologies used, such as celestial navigation, vision-based navigation, terrain referenced
navigation, gravity anomaly referenced navigation, signal of opportunity (SOO) based PNT,
and collaborative PNT. Celestial Navigation is discussed, with stars and satellite used as
reference, and star-tracker technology also included. Propagation based timing solutions are
explored and the basic principles of oscillators and clocks presented. Initial alignment of strapdown navigation systems is explored, including initial alignment as a Kalman filter problem.
Velocimeter/Dead reckoning based navigation and its impact on visual odometry is also
explained. Covering both theoretical and practical issues, and packed with equations and
models, this book is useful for both the engineering student as well as the advanced
practitioner.
This Treatise is useful for the experienced campaigner and novice alike. It probes beneath the
surface and points to the real meaning behind the strategies and secrets of election victory. A
written campaign plan, like the plan for building a house, defines the overall political
landscape, the strategy and resources required to get to Election Day. As with construction
plans, this Campaign Treatise should serve as a guide to be referred to when questions arise.
What Went Wrong and How to Do It Right
SUMMARY - Positioning: The Battle For Your Mind By Al Ries And Jack Trout
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Gain respect & appreciation, become more visible for others, self-marketing with rhetoric &
positioning, inspire & convince people self-confidently
an integrated course. Participant's manual
Moral Enhancement and the Public Good
Brand Positioning

This book presents and explains the latest developments in surgery
for congenital digestive tract malformations, tumors, abdominal
trauma, and the most important acquired digestive disorders.
Particular attention is paid to minimally invasive and innovative
techniques. In addition to clear descriptions of the surgical
procedures that highlight useful tips and tricks, for each condition the
clinical presentation is well illustrated and information is provided on
pathogenesis. The book also includes general chapters that address
the anatomy of the abdomen in children, diagnostic issues, the
problem of clinical nutrition, and other aspects of management in
pediatric patients with gastrointestinal pathologies. Pediatric
Digestive Surgery will serve as a comprehensive and up-to-date
reference for all pediatric surgeons. It will provide the trainee with
easily understood, concise guidance while offering the more
experienced surgeon valuable updates on the latest thinking and
practice in the field.
A comprehensive highly visual reference to the planning and
positioning of the patient and the coil in MR imaging. Anne Bright,
Royal North Shore Hospital, Australia.
Positioning is hot. Not only in the realm of consumer goods
manufacturers, but also for other companies, institutions,
governments and even individual persons. An explosion of good
quality products on the market and targeted media and advertising
campaigns has led to an increasing interest from organizations as to
how to strategically position their brand. Up to now, only a few books
on positioning were published. Positioning the Brand picks up the
gauntlet with an approach based on two fundamental choices: Firstly,
the book was written from the perspective of the brand manager, and
has therefore been shaped as a practical roadmap. Secondly, this
book advocates a new stance on positioning, teaching the reader to
look from the inside-out, instead of adopting the usual outside-in
methodology. This inside-out approach departs from an analysis of
the corporate identity, enabling better fulfilment of external
positioning, and ensuring internal support. This book is intended for
(future) managers, marketing professionals and communication
professionals responsible for the commercial success and reputation
of a brand. The contents have a practical set-up, reinforced by
engaging examples, and enable the reader to individually complete a
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positioning process.
Clinical skills are essential to the practice of nursing and learning
these skills requires a wealth of both factual knowledge and technical
expertise. Supplementing practical teaching, Developing Practical
Skills for Nursing Children and Young People is a comprehensive skills
text that describes clinical skills in the style of a tutor teaching at
The PIAT
Global Positioning Systems, Inertial Navigation, and Integration
Positioning Technology Education in the Curriculum
Pushing Career Advancement Open
Hiroshima Journal of Medical Sciences
Positioning the Brand
Marketing Management is a curriculum-driven text. It is designed to cater to the
knowledge-and examination needs of B.Com. students of Semester VI of the
University of Delhi. KEY FEATURES • Provides exhaustive coverage of all topics in
the syllabus • Makes productive use of study aids such as Flow Charts, Tables,
Boxes, Illustrations and Snapshots to reinforce learning and help students acquire
greater conceptual clarity • Incorporates Review Questions, University Examination
Questions and Projects
This groundbreaking resource introduces practitioners to the emerging field of
Ubiquitous Positioning - positioning systems that identify the location and position
of people, vehicles and objects in time and space in the digitized networked
economy. The future and growth of ubiquitous computing will be fueled by the
convergence of many other areas of technology, from mobile telematics, Internet
technology, and location systems, to sensing systems, geographic information
systems, and the semantic web. This first-of-its-kind, forward-looking volume
explores ubiquitous computing from a convergence perspective, offering a road
map to this burgeoning field.
The shipping business is a lesser-known industry, but it is an extremely influential
element in the global economy. This book provides a snapshot of the shipping
business with micro-foundations from the perspectives of institutional and
behavioural economics while uncovering hidden facts about the industry. Rather
than spending a great deal of time reading many books or consulting costly
advisors about fundamental issues, readers can quickly and easily find core
concepts examined from multiple perspectives. They will certainly enjoy the
engaging, narrative-driven content and learn many surprising truths about this
fascinating business.
Brand Positioning is an English translation of an exceptionally well-renowned Dutch
textbook, which provides a practical approach to analysing, defining and
developing a brand’s positioning strategy. Divided into three key parts, the book
works step-by-step through the creation of an effective marketing strategy,
combining an academic approach with the strategic and operational guidelines,
tools and techniques required. Unlike other textbooks, it has a unique focus on the
relationship between branding, marketing and communications, exploring brand
values, brand identity and brand image, and analysing how these can be
transformed into a successful positioning strategy, using international case studies,
examples and practical exercises. This textbook will be core reading for advanced
undergraduate and postgraduate students of marketing strategy, branding,
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marketing communications and consumer behaviour. It will also be of great value
to marketing and communications professionals looking to develop and maintain
their company’s brand.
Smart Business
Questions & Answers
Tracheal Intubation
Positioning Women in Malaysia
Campaign Treatise
Palliative Massage and the Power of Touch
It is important for every DP professional to understand the system well that they
are going operate or maintain. Keeping this in view, this book starts with an
introduction to the functioning of DP system. Chapter two makes the reader
aware of the six degrees of the movements. The understanding of the movements
controlled by the DP system and the movements compensated for offsetting the
readings of the position reference sensors is explained. Chapter three deals with
the seven components of the DP system, how they connect with each other and
how the controller controls the thruster output with the help of thruster
allocation logic. Asking questions make the learning process more interactive.
The book includes the questions and their answers which address various aspects
of Bloom’s taxonomy of understanding, applying and evaluating the subject.
Chapter four to chapter fifteen contain the questions and answers. These
chapters include questions and answers from basic functioning of the DP system,
the sensor, position reference sensor, test on PRS, automation and networking
used in DP system, various tests and trials conducted and importantly the
operations related questions.
The position of technology education in the school curriculum is a topic of
continuous discussions. This book offers a number of research-based
contributions to that discussion. A number of aspects have been identified that
are related to the way technology education can be embedded in the curriculum:
The historical development of the subject, its disciplinary character, its relation to
other parts of the curriculum, and in particular with science and language
education, the relation between the formal school curriculum and informal
learning, forms of progression over the grades, and its contribution to citizenship,
forms of literacy and ethics. The final chapter deals with specific issues for
developing countries. The book can support decision making on the curriculum
and the development of technology education as a part of that by providing
theoretical and empirical insights on this topic.
Massage has many physical and emotional benefits for patients in palliative care,
from preventing pressure sores and lessening physical pain to creating a tangible
connection between the massager and the massaged. In Dying in Good Hands,
massage therapists and trainees will find the tools they need for massage at
every stage of dying, with stroke sequences adjusted for the unique needs of
palliative bodies. Medical professionals will learn how to use massage techniques
on their patients and how to teach basic techniques to others. And family and
friends, even those who have never massaged before, will discover tips to provide
hands-on care and support for loved ones in their final moments. Topics include: Basic massage strokes and full-body massage routines, - Massage treatments to
aid the key areas of the respiratory system, digestion, and circulation, - How to
deal with the last moments of life and make the last breath more comfortable, Massage ideas for the physical and emotional needs of family, friends, and
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caregivers, - Options on where to die, including hospitals, hospices, and home, Featuring real patient stories that showcase the power of massage in making the
process of dying more comfortable.
Written by leading American practitioners, the Oxford American Handbooks of
Medicine each offer a pocket-sized overview of an entire specialty, featuring
instant access to guidance on the conditions that are most likely to be
encountered. Precise and prescriptive, the handbooks offer up-to-date advice on
examination, investigations, common procedures, and in-patient care. These
books will be invaluable resources for residents and students, as well as a useful
reference for practitioners. Part of the most popular medical handbook series in
the world, the Oxford American Handbook of Obstetrics and Gynecology is a
dependable manual geared for ultra-quick reference any time. It is
comprehensive enough to serve as a mini-text, yet it is thin and light and uses
concise, bulleted text, quick reference tabs, four-color presentation, and
bookmark ribbons to help provide fast answers on the ward. Written by an
acclaimed team of authors, this Handbook presents information in a succinct,
comprehensive, and affordable volume in the proven format of the Oxford
Handbook Series. Why choose the Oxford American Handbook of Obstetrics and
Gynecology? The design.... The Handbook uses a unique flexicover design that's
durable and practical. Compact, light, and fits in your pocket! Also has quick
reference tabs, four-color presentation, and bookmark ribbons to help provide
fast answers. The interior layout.... The Handbook is a quick reference in a small,
innovative package. With one to two topics per page, it provides easy access and
the emergency sections are in red to stand out. Icons throughout aid quick
reference. The information.... The Handbook succinctly covers all the essential
topics in a one or two-page spread format with colored headings that break up
the text and provide a logical structure for readers of all levels. Common clinical
questions are answered clearly and extensively. The history.... Oxford University
Press is known around the world for excellence, tradition, and innovation. These
handbooks are among the best selling in the world. The price.... You get an
extremely useful tool at a great value!
Music Therapy as Part of Transdisciplinary and Collaborative Approaches
All Source Positioning, Navigation and Timing
Indoor Positioning
The Positioning and Making of Female Professors
Adventures in Palmistry
Connecting Marketing Strategy and Communications
An updated guide to GNSS and INS, and solutions to real-world GPS/INS
problems with Kalman filtering Written by recognized authorities in
the field, this second edition of a landmark work provides engineers,
computer scientists, and others with a working familiarity with the
theory and contemporary applications of Global Navigation Satellite
Systems (GNSS), Inertial Navigational Systems (INS), and Kalman
filters. Throughout, the focus is on solving real-world problems, with
an emphasis on the effective use of state-of-the-art integration
techniques for those systems, especially the application of Kalman
filtering. To that end, the authors explore the various subtleties,
common failures, and inherent limitations of the theory as it applies
to real-world situations, and provide numerous detailed application
examples and practice problems, including GNSS-aided INS, modeling of
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gyros and accelerometers, and SBAS and GBAS. Drawing upon their many
years of experience with GNSS, INS, and the Kalman filter, the authors
present numerous design and implementation techniques not found in
other professional references. This Second Edition has been updated to
include: GNSS signal integrity with SBAS Mitigation of multipath,
including results Ionospheric delay estimation with Kalman filters New
MATLAB programs for satellite position determination using almanac and
ephemeris data and ionospheric delay calculations from single and dual
frequency data New algorithms for GEO with L1 /L5 frequencies and
clock steering Implementation of mechanization equations in
numerically stable algorithms To enhance comprehension of the subjects
covered, the authors have included software in MATLAB, demonstrating
the working of the GNSS, INS, and filter algorithms. In addition to
showing the Kalman filter in action, the software also demonstrates
various practical aspects of finite word length arithmetic and the
need for alternative algorithms to preserve result accuracy.
Readers find here a volume that applies positioning theory in order to
achieve a fuller and more in-depth understanding of conflict and its
psychological resolution. Positioning theory is the study of the
nature, formation, influence and ways of change of local systems of
rights and duties as shared assumptions about them influence small
scale interactions. This book will thus be of interest to social
psychologists and anyone interested in the development and
applications of positioning theory.
Cecilia Ng documents the changing position of women in Malaysia. It is
divided in three sections, each of which correspond to a different
theme. The first section focuses on the role of the state in
agricultural modernisation and its impact on rural women and the
gender division of labour; the second explores the relationship of
technological innovation and changing employment patterns in the
industrial and digital economy. The final section attempts to link
feminist theory and practice as articulated in the nascent Malaysian
women's movement, and discusses the relevance of feminist theories in
explaining the experiences of women in the developing world.
This book explores the experiences and perspectives of female
professors. Analysing the gendering of this process using various
theoretical perspectives, this edited collection examines the active
‘making’ of careers, and how this has been possible. The editors and
contributors cut across institutions, cultures and continents to seek
to understand how women navigate the gendered process of becoming a
professor, with each chapter applying a different theoretical or
methodological approach to her experience. The chapters are not mere
descriptions of career trajectories, but analytic narratives anchored
within distinct theoretical and philosophical frameworks. In turn,
they shed important light on how – and if – institutional structures
and systems are adapting to move towards gender equality. Offering
practical advice as well as thoughtful reflection, this book will be
of especial interest to early career female academics.
Making Public Services Management Critical
Developing Practical Skills for Nursing Children and Young People
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Planning and Positioning in MRI
The Practice of Writing Excellent Code
Dynamic Positioning
Class and Gender in an Industrializing State

What the 2nd edition brings you: You support climate protection, receive
compact information and checklists from experts (overview and press
reviews in the book preview) as well as advice proven in practice, which
leads step by step to success - also thanks to add-on. Because many
people do not receive the respect they deserve in their professional or
private lives. If you want to change this, you have to make yourself heard
and become more visible. It helps to position yourself accordingly in the
company or as a self-employed person and to communicate this to the
outside world through brilliant rhetoric. If you are also one of those people
who would like more attention from those around you, this book will help
you to build up the right impact, persuasiveness and charisma and thus
make your concerns heard. We give you the best possible help on the
topics of career, finance, management, personnel work and life assistance.
For this purpose, we gather in each book the best experts in their field as
authors - detailed biographies in the book - , who give a comprehensive
overview of the topic and additionally offer you success planner
workbooks in printed form. Our guidebooks are aimed primarily at
beginners. Readers who are looking for more in-depth information can get
it for free as an add-on with individual content in German and English as
desired. This concept is made possible by a particularly efficient,
innovative digital process and Deep Learning, AI systems that use neural
networks in translation. Moreover, we give at least 5 percent of our
proceeds from book sales to social and sustainable projects. For example,
we endow scholarships or support innovative ideas as well as climate
protection initiatives and in some cases also receive government funding
for this. With our translations from German into English we improve the
quality of neural machine learning and thus contribute to international
understanding. You can find out more on the website of our Berufebilder
Yourweb Institute. Publisher Simone Janson is also a bestselling author as
well as one of the 10 most important German bloggers according to the
Blogger-Relevance-Index, furthermore she was a columnist and author of
renowned media such as WELT, Wirtschaftswoche or ZEIT - more about her
in Wikipedia.
Your Destiny is in your hands - and you can have a hand in your destiny!
Reading palms can empower and enlighten you, giving you the information
you need for the adventure of life, and enabling you to help others around
you. And it can be a lot of fun, as well.""Adventures in Palmistry"" makes
palmistry easy and fun. It will put the power of palmistry in your hands...
Contemporary sport business is international. From global sport
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competitions and events, sponsorship deals and broadcasting rights to
labour markets and lucrative flows of tourists, anybody working in sport
business today has to have an international perspective. This book offers
the broadest and most in-depth guide to the key themes in international
sport business today, covering every core area from strategy and
marketing to finance, media and the law. Including authors from more than
twenty countries spanning the Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa and
Australia, this handbook addresses the most important issues in the world
of sport business from a uniquely global perspective. Each chapter
examines a particular cross-section of business and sport, encompassing
all levels from grassroots to professional and elite. Divided into seven
major subject areas, it offers insights from experts on: International Sport
Business Strategy Sport Marketing Sport Economics and Finance
International Sport Law Sport Media and Communication Sport Tourism
Sport Development. The Routledge Handbook of International Sport
Business is an essential resource for any course on sport business, sport
management or international business.
This book brings together public services policy and public services
management in a novel way that is likely to resonate with academics, policy
makers and practitioners engaged in the organization of public services
delivery as it is from a perspective that challenges many received ideas in
this field. Starting from the perspective of critical management studies, the
contributors to this volume embed a critical perspective on policy
orthodoxy around critical public services policy and management studies
(CPPMS). In so doing the authors bring together previous disparate fields
of public services policy and public services management, but more
importantly, debate and present what ‘critical’ constitutes when applied to
public services policy and management. This edited collection presents
chapters from a broad range of public services domains including health,
education, prisons, local and central government and deals with a range of
contemporary issues facing public services managers are examined,
including regulation of professions, risk management, user involvement,
marketing and leadership.
Diagnostic Breast Imaging
Infant and young child feeding counselling
Marketing Management (For B.Com, Sem.6, Delhi University)
Pediatric Digestive Surgery
Positioning the Missionary
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential ideas of
a big book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will discover how to
position your brand to attract the consumer. You will also discover : that the customer is
not convinced by advertising messages, but by the vision of the products given to him;
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that every company must position itself in relation to its competition; the importance of
conquering leadership on a given aspect; the role of a clear and distinctive identity when
it comes to making an impression. In order to succeed, every company must create a
strong image that is likely to appeal to the consumer. The way you position yourself in a
market influences the whole strategy to be adopted. More than any marketing argument,
it can make the difference between success and failure. Here are the secrets to becoming a
leader and changing the way your entire industry is perceived. Will you be able to put
them to good use? *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest price of a cup of
coffee!
Expert advice on breastfeeding including how to begin, the importance of good
positioning and how to avoid problems.
The authors explain the development of the music therapist's role within the
multidisciplinary team and discuss the prevalence of collaborative partnerships between
UK music therapists and other professionals such as occupational therapists, speech and
language therapists, psychologists, physiotherapists and other arts therapists.
Provides technical and scientific descriptions of potential approaches used to achieve
indoor positioning, ranging from sensor networks to more advanced radio-based systems
This book presents a large technical overview of various approaches to achieve indoor
positioning. These approaches cover those based on sensors, cameras, satellites, and other
radio-based methods. The book also discusses the simplification of certain
implementations, describing ways for the reader to design solutions that respect
specifications and follow established techniques. Descriptions of the main techniques
used for positioning, including angle measurement, distance measurements, Doppler
measurements, and inertial measurements are also given. Indoor Positioning:
Technologies and Performance starts with overviews of the first age of navigation, the
link between time and space, the radio age, the first terrestrial positioning systems, and
the era of artificial satellites. It then introduces readers to the subject of indoor
positioning, as well as positioning techniques and their associated difficulties. Proximity
technologies like bar codes, image recognition, Near Field Communication (NFC), and
QR codes are covered—as are room restricted and building range technologies. The book
examines wide area indoor positioning as well as world wide indoor technologies like
High-Sensitivity and Assisted GNSS, and covers maps and mapping. It closes with the
author's vision of the future in which the practice of indoor positioning is perfected across
all technologies. This text: Explores aspects of indoor positioning from both theoretical
and practical points of view Describes advantages and drawbacks of various approaches
to positioning Provides examples of design solutions that respect specifications of tested
techniques Covers infra-red sensors, lasers, Lidar, RFID, UWB, Bluetooth, Image
SLAM, LiFi, WiFi, indoor GNSS, and more Indoor Positioning is an ideal guide for
technical engineers, industrial and application developers, and students studying wireless
communications and signal processing.
Shipping Business Unwrapped
Integrated Team Working
Proceedings, First International Symposium on Precise Positioning with the Global
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Positioning System, Rockville, Maryland, April 15-19, 1985
John Booth Good and the Confluence of Cultures in Nineteenth-century British Columbia
Global Conflict Resolution Through Positioning Analysis
Ubiquitous Positioning
A guide to writing computer code covers such topics as
variable naming, presentation style, error handling, and
security.
In the cramped confines of the Fraser Canyon, the Nlha7kapmx
people’s encounter with Europeans began when Simon Fraser
passed through their territory in 1808. By the time British
Columbia entered into Confederation in 1871, disease and the
sudden influx of thousands of miners in search of gold had
exacted a heavy toll, and a pattern of European settlement
and expropriation of Native land had been established. In
Positioning the Missionary, Brett Christophers explores the
place of missionaries in histories of colonialism, focusing
on John Booth Good, Anglican missionary to the Nlha7kapmx
from 1867 to 1883. Christophers examines the genesis of
Good’s mission and the question of why the Nlha7kapmx were
interested in Christianity. He goes on to discuss Good’s
methods and impact on the Nlha7kapmx as well as their
influence on his own beliefs and prejudices, and to position
missionaries in terms of representations of Natives, views
on Native-European contact, and the politics of the Native
land question. The concluding chapter examines Good’s role
in Nlha7kapmx dealings, first with the colonial authorities
and later with provincial and federal governments. Drawing
on a diverse range of sources, from local ethnographic
accounts to current postcolonial theories, Christophers uses
Good’s experience to offer fresh perspectives on the nature
of colonial representation and power. Positioning the
Missionary is an important contribution to the scholarly
reassessment of colonialism, valuable not only to historians
and students of British Columbia but also to anyone
interested in the disposession and marginalization of Native
societies.
Currently, humans lack the cognitive and moral capacities to
prevent the widespread suffering associated with collective
risks, like pandemics, climate change, or even asteroids. In
Moral Enhancement and the Public Good, Parker Crutchfield
argues for the controversial and initially counterintuitive
claim that everyone should be administered a substance that
makes us better people. Furthermore, he argues that it
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should be administered without our knowledge. That is, moral
bioenhancement should be both compulsory and covert.
Crutchfield demonstrates how our duty to future generations
and our epistemic inability to promote the public good
highlight the need for compulsory, covert moral
bioenhancement. This not only gives us the best chance of
preventing widespread suffering, compared to other
interventions (or doing nothing), it also best promotes
liberty, autonomy, and equality. In a final chapter,
Crutchfield addresses the most salient objections to his
argument.
Comprehensive and systematic, this important new edition
covers all imaging modalities for diagnosing breast
disorders. You will find expert guidelines on the role of
mammography, high-resolution ultrasound, MRI and
percutaneous biopsy to achieve your diagnostic goals, and
benefit from a practical review of the physics, histology,
pathology, and quality control needed by those who perform
breast imaging procedures. New key features: PET and novel
modalities, Lymph nodes (sentinel node), Staging breast
cancerNew ACR classifications, Doppler ultrasound,
Stereotactic ultrasound biopsy, Full-breast digital imaging
and computer-aided diagnosis, Mammotome, Updated references
Britain’s anti-tank weapon of World War II
Like a Boss - How get Important
Positioning with GPS-1985
Routledge Handbook of International Sport Business
Breastfeeding
yoga and breathing for pregnancy and birth
Describing the components of lacrosse in a step-by-step fashion, author
and coach Jim Hinkson clearly explains and illustrates the most effective
ways of mastering individual skills for passing, catching, cradling, and
checking, as well as tactics and strategies for winning team play. In
addition, the book offers dozens of drills applicable to both coaches and
players for refining these techniques and contains specific instruction for
both the indoor and outdoor game. Written with precision by one of the
world’s leading authorities on playing and coaching lacrosse and featuring
numerous illuminating photographs and illustrations, Lacrosse
Fundamentals is ideal for coaches, players, parents, and fans of the sport.
Shipping Business UnwrappedIllusion, Bias and Fallacy in the Shipping
BusinessRoutledge
Smart Business is the definitive primer for understanding why companies
behave as they do, what the basics of sound business practice are and
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where the stakeholders fit in. There are a handful of fairly simple but key
drivers behind the way businesses operate and James Leibert explains
them. Smart Business will enable readers to fast track their business skills.
Smart books are essential primers to the key issues facing business
people. They are practical and action-oriented, providing instant knowledge
for ambitious and hungry professionals who want to make a lasting
impression throughout their career. Smart books are designed to give killer
approaches to key business subjects, and deliver sound principles in a
style that is both informative and has attitude. They are the prefect
resource for time-starved, information-hungry business people
everywhere!
Technologies and Performance
E-Marketing
Lacrosse Fundamentals
Oxford American Handbook of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Services Marketing
Dying in Good Hands
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